BRICON SYSTEM PACKAGES
A Bricon system package contains everything required to be ready for electronic timing.

Each BRICON SYSTEM PACK contains the following
THE CLOCK
The smallest electronic timing clock measuring a pocket sized 3 3/4 inch x 2 7/8 inch
and weighing in at just a little over 100 grams, it is the ideal clock for any racing loft
enabling multiple races and training on the same day and yet its ease of use is
unmatched. Simply plug it into its wall holder and you are ready to record birds and at
any time during the race you can view the details of the birds clocked on its graphic
LCD display. The ease of accessability even extends to being able to add pigeon
data directly to the clock using the loft antenna pad as the chip reader, thus avoiding
the need and hassle of a club master and computer.

ANTENNA PAD
The most advanced antenna pad for design and technology as only a Bricon pad has overlapping
electro-magnetic fields that cover the full width of the antenna pad.
With a Bricon antenna therefore you do not need entry tunnels
over the pads, which can slow a bird’s entrance into the loft. Bricon
gives you an unsurpassed choice of four different pad sizes to
meet your personal requirements.

CONNECTION CABLE
The connection between the clock and the antenna, so the clock can be placed away from the pad.

POWER SUPPLY
Bricon gives you a choice of 12 volt power supplies to suit your needs, with either the powerful
1500mA mains transformer or a battery connection cable for lofts without mains electricity.

WALL HOLDER.
The small size of the clock is supplemented by its own handy wall holder, so that loft space is utilised
and the clock is positioned safely on the wall.

CLOCK BAG
A sturdy bag is supplied for the protection of the clock.

RING PLIERS
To aid the easy application and removal of the electronic chip ring.

A number of Bricon system packages are available
giving a choice of clock and a selection of the four sizes of antenna pad

